
ASTRO-H 衛星搭載 SXS-XCS 検出器

Summary: ASTRO-H 衛星には精密分光器 SXS が搭載される。SXS の焦点面検出器 XCS は極低温分光器マイクロカロリメータであり、ヘリウム消失により
「すざく」では実現できなかった、数 eV の分光性能による撮像分光の実現が期待されている。XCS は機械式冷凍機、液体ヘリウム、断熱消磁冷凍機により 
50 mK まで冷却される。万一の液体ヘリウム喪失時、あるいは機械式冷凍機の 1 台故障においても冷却、観測が継続できることを目指している。日米欧の国
際協力のもと開発を進めており、2011 年度の CDR に向け、センサー、信号処理回路、機械式冷凍機および駆動回路などの EM の設計・製作を行っている。
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Figure 1. E!ective areas of high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy missions as functions of X-ray energy. The curve for the
SXS is the present best estimate for a point source, where we assumed to sum all photons detected on the whole array, 1.3’
HPD of the X-ray mirrors, and no contamination of the optical blocking filters. The two crosses show the requirements.
The RGS e!ective areas is a sum of first order of the two instruments (RGS-1 and RGS-2), and was derived from the RGS
response matrix in SAS v9.0. The e!ective areas of LETG, MEG and HEG onboard Chandra are, respectively, derived
from the response files for the cycle 12 proposal, and are a sum of first order dispersions in ± directions. (Color on-line)

by the various design parameters of X-ray mirrors, the X-ray absorber thickness of the detector, and the X-ray
transmissions of thermal/optical blocking filters on the X-ray mirrors and inside the Dewar. It is also dependent
on the point spread function of the mirror and the array size of the detector. In Figure 1, the e!ective area for
a point source is plotted as a function of X-ray energy. The e!ective are of the SXS is larger than those of high
resolution spectrometers on board Chandra and XMM-Newton at most energies plotted here. Above ! 2 keV,
the di!erence is as large as a factor of five, and a factor of ten at 6 keV.

In Figure 2, we show the resolving power (E/"E) as a function of energy for two cases, "E = 7 eV
(requirement) and 4 eV (goal). In the figure the resolving powers of not only high resolution spectrometers but
also a typical X-ray CCD camera are shown. The SXS has highest resolving power above 2 keV. The broken
lines show a resolving power required to resolve some spectral features of interest. The energy separation of
resonant and inter-combination lines of K emission of He-like ions is shown with a broken line labeled with
"Res.!I.C(Helike)). The energy of the emission of each atom is indicated with the labels at the bottom of the
panel. It is found that the SXS can resolve these fine structures of emission for most of ions from O to Fe.
If non X-ray background and continuum emission is negligible compared to the line emission, the line-centroid
energy can be determined to a statisitical accuracy of !

!
"E/N , where N is the number of photons in the

line. Accuracy of line-centroid determination is also limited by an uncertainty of energy scale calibration, which
will be ! 1 eV (Table 1). In Figure 2, we show E/"E for doppler shift of 100 km s!1, the shift divided by a
factor of 10, and E/"E for the calibration accuracy (dot-dash line denoted with 1eV). From these, we find that
the SXS is able to detect doppler shift of emission energy down to a velocity of ! 100 km s!1 if we accumulate
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Figure 2. Resolving power of the ASTRO-H SXS as a function of X-ray energy for the two cases, 4 eV resolution (goal) and
7 eV (requirment). The resolving power of high resolution instruments on board Chandra and XMM-newton and typical
resolving power of X-ray CCD cameras are also shown for comparison. The typical energy separations between K emission
of H-like and He-like ions (!H!Helike) and between resonant and inter combination lines of He-like ions (!Res.!I.C(Helike))
are shown with broken lines, while the emission energies are shown at the bottom of the panel. The broken line denoted
with “Ion thermal motion” is the line broadening due to thermal motion of ions in a kT = 1 keV plasma. The broken
lines indicated with “100 km/s” and “100 km/s (100 photons)” are, respectively, the doppler shift by a bulk motion of
the velocity and a typical detection limit with 100 photons in photon-statistics limit, i.e.continuum emission and non
X-ray background are negligible. The dot-dash line denoted with “1 eV” shows the line shift/broadening detection limit
determined by 1 eV energy-scale or line-spread-function calibration uncertainty. (Color on-line)

more than 100 photons per line for He-like ions of Ar or heavier atoms. A similar argument is valid for line
broadening where line-spread-function uncertainty limits the detectability instead of energy-scale uncertainty.
From Figure 2 we find that thermal broadening of Fe-K line would not be detected for a 1 keV plasma (43 km
s!1). However, if kT = 10 keV (130 km s!1), it should be possible to detect this with su!ciently high statistics.

In Figure 3, we show a simulation spectrum for the central region of Centaurus cluster of galaxies. The SXS
cannot resolve spatially the central structure of the intra cluster medium (ICM) of the cluster spatially (left top
panel of the fitgure). However, it will resolve the fine structure of emission lines and thus macroscopic motions of
the ICM down to a speed of a few 100 km s!1 by the doppler shift of the line center and/or the line broadening.

3. SXS SYSTEM
In Figure 4 , we show the block diagram of the ASTRO-H SXS X-ray calorimeter spectometer (XCS) system.
The main responsibilities of international partners are indicated with national flags. On the left of the diagram
is the cryogenic Dewar whose outer shell is connected to radiators with heat pipes in order to remove the heat
generated by the mechanical coolers. The microcalorimeter array is mounted inside the detector assembly (DA)
and cooled to 50 mK by the adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR). The ADR are pre-cooled by superfluid

(a) (b)
Figure 5. Layout of the SXS detector array on a Si frame (a), and Mn K! emission spectrum obtained with a prototype
SXS detector (b).7,8 (Color on-line)

4. DETECTOR
The calorimeter array for the SXS is being designed and developed with significant heritage from Suzaku XRS2.
However, at the same time, significant improvements are also implemented. Although the array format is the
same 6!6, pixels are larger and maintain a 3’ x 3’ FOV with the longer focal length of the telescope. Furthermore,
by improvement in the X-ray absorber material and also by operating at a lower temperature, a better energy
resolution is obtained. In Figure 5 (b) , we show an example of Mn K! emission spectrum obtained with a
prototype SXS detector. The FWHM resolution is better than 4 eV. One of the key issue in obtaining a good
energy resolution in orbit is heating of the Si detector frame by charged particle.2 In the SXS detector, a layer
of gold (1.5 µm) will be deposited partially on the Si frame (yellow area in Figure 5 (a)) to obtain a better heat
sinking. More details of the detector and the DA are described in Porter et al. (2010).7

5. CRYOGENICS SYSTEM
A conceptual block diagram of the ASTRO-H SXS cooling chain is shown in Figure 6. A temperature of 50
mK is obtained by the double-stage adiabatic de-magnetization refrigerator (dADR) which consists of a high
temperature stage of 150g of Gadolinium Lithium Floride (GLF) + 3 T (Tesla) superconducting magnet, a low
temperature stage of 300 g of Chromium Potassium Alum (CPA) + 2 T superconducting magnet, and two sets
of gas-gap active heat switches (GGHS). The dADR dumps the heat to the superfluid liquid He (LHe) at 1.2 K.
The third ADR between the 4He JT cooler and LHe tank is nominally o! and the two heat switches (GGHS)
on both sides of the third ADR are also o!. Thereby, the 4He JT cooler provides a 4.5 K thermal shield to
the He tank. The full volume of the He tank is 40". After the He top-o! operation, ground hold before lift o!,
and initial cool down in orbit, the amount of initial LHe is expected to be > 30". We thus assume 30" for our
base of calculation. Then the LHe lifetime is expected to be 4.5 years in the nominal case (Table 3). The third
ADR can be operated to remove heat from the He tank. If we fully operate it in orbit, the LHe lifetime will be
extended to 6.9 years. The third ADR will be also operated during ground hold before launch. This will also
extend the lifetime of LHe by increasing the initial amount of LHe in orbit. This case has not been studied in
detail yet. In nominal case, we can cool the detector to 50 mK and continue observations even after all LHe has
exhausted. In this cryogen-free operation, the observation e"ciency become lower than with LHe, because the
hold time of the ADR until next regeneration would be shorter.

In Table 3, we also show the LHe lifetime for several failure cases of a single mechanical coolers or of
unexpected loss of LHe. In the nominal case, all cyrocoolers are operated at about half maximum power. In

要求値
エネルギー分解能 7 eV (FWHM) (目標 4 eV)
エネルギー範囲 0.3 - 12 keV
バックグラウンド 1.5 x 10-3 cts/s/keV

視野 2.9 x 2.9 arcmin
画素数 6 x 6 (較正画素含め 36 素子)

ピクセルサイズ 800 µm
角分解能 1.7 分角 HPD (目標 1.3 分角)
有効面積 160 / 210 cm2  (at 1 / 6 keV)
寿命 3 年 (目標 5 年)

対応カウントレート 150 cts/s (dead time 5% 以下)
エネルギー決定精度 +/- 2 eV (目標 +/- 1 eV)

Expected performance of SXS カロリメータ模式図

SXS-XCS は、X 線のエネルギーを
温度上昇として読み出す極低温分
光器、マイクロカロリメータであ
る。XCS はシリコン温度計と熱容
量の小さい HgTe 吸収体から成
り、50 mK で動作する。

プロトタイプ検出器は 3.7 eV のエ
ネルギー分解能を達成している。
エネルギー分解能は ~2 keV 以上で
回折格子より優れており、XRT と
組み合わせた有効面積は回折格子
を凌駕する。広がった天体の分光
も可能である。

プロトタイプの分光性能

他検出器との分光性能の比較 他検出器との有効面積の比較
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Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS/
JAXA) 

ASTRO-H Mission 

Suzaku (6m, 1.7t) 

•! Launch in 2014 

•! Launch site: 

       Tanegashima Space Center, Japan 

•! Launch vehicle: JAXA H-IIA rocket 

•! Orbit Altitude:  550km 

•! Orbit Type: Approximate circular orbit 

•! Orbit Inclination: ~31 degrees 

•! Orbit Period: 96 minutes 

•! Total Length: 14m 

•! Mass: <2.6  metric ton 

•! Power: <3500 W 

•! Telemetry Rate: > 8 Mbps (X-band) 

•! Recording Capacity: > 12 Gbits 

•! Mission life : > 3 years 

26th Science Satellite 

in Japan 

SXSデュワー
(SXS 焦点距離 5.6 m)

Astro-H and SXS

デュワー外層 290 K
OVCS  140 K
MVCS  100 K
IVCS  30 K
JT shield 4.5 K
He tank 1 K
ADR 50 mK

He タンクを吊る
CFRP ストラップ

IVCS は外層から 
GFRP ストラップ
で吊られている。
その他の VCS は
ストラップに乗っ
ている

蒸発ヘリウムの配管
や配線は各シールド
に熱アンカし、シー
ルドを冷却する

MLI (多層断熱材)
外層-OVCS 間 50 層
OVCS-MVCS 間 30 層
MVCS-IVCS 間 20 層

SXS デュワー外観モデル SXS デュワー断面図モデル

リンやホウ素をドープしたシリコン温度計
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NASA Goddard Space Flight Center AS T R O -H/SXS 

SXS EM Array – complete 

Anti-Co detector 
also complete. 

Performance and 
environmental 
testing are next 

No. 1] The Suzaku High Resolution X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS) S81

are in Brekosky et al. (2004). In this paper, we provide a brief
description of the design and fabrication method.

The process starts with a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer,
which consists of a thin layer of silicon separated from the bulk
silicon substrate of the wafer by a very thin oxide buffer. This
buried oxide serves as both an etch stop and a diffusion barrier.
Reactive-ion etching (RIE) is used to create thermally-isolated
pixels. RIE is a dry etch process that permits the etching
of silicon into any shape that can be defined by means of
photolithography. Deep-RIE etches (DRIE) through a 400-µm
wafer with nearly straight side walls. Etching from the front
creates patterns in the top 1.5-µm layer of silicon, and etching
from the back up through the thick substrate to the oxide layer
defines the suspended silicon membrane of each sensor. A
photolithographically patterned structural polymer is used to
create a controlled interface between the implanted Si and the
absorber.

For the absorber attachment points, we formed four
10 µm-thick spacers of NanoTM SU-8 on each pixel. SU-8 is a
polymer that is patterned like photo-resist, but bonds strongly
to silicon like epoxy. The thermistor was formed by doping
with phosphorus (P) compensated with boron (B). The thick-
ness of the top silicon layer of an SOI wafer determined the
thermistor depth. After capping with an oxide, we implanted
a single dose each of P and of B into the 1.5 µm-thick SOI
layer. The wafer was then annealed at high temperature for an
extended period of time to diffuse the dopants to a uniform
density throughout the 1.5 µm depth, remove damage, and
allow the dopants to occupy substitutional lattice sites. We
eliminated the effects of lateral diffusion by implanting over
an area larger than the thermistor area and then defining the
thermistor edges with the etch. We used degenerately doped
leads to contact the thermistor. A lower density implant was
used on the membrane in order to limit the heat capacity
of the thermal sensor; a heavier dose was used on the solid
frame. The room-temperature resistivity of the lighter dose
was ! 200 !/square, and the heavier was 12 !/square. The
resistivities drop by less than a factor of 2 on cooling to 4 K.

The combination of SOI and RIE enabled the fabrica-
tion of silicon links of the desired thermal conductance and
minimum resonant frequency while maintaining a compact
design. Though the thermal conductance achieved in the flight
design was about a factor of two higher than expected from
scaling measurements of straight beams fabricated on previous
generations of devices, the conductance was uniform across
pixels, across arrays, and across different fabrication runs.
The resulting exponential decay time was 3–4 ms, depending
on bias. The finite thermal conductance of the link between
absorber and thermistor contributed to this time constant;
modeling indicated a fall time of 2 ms would have resulted with
perfect thermal coupling between the absorber and thermistor.

Due to a concern that applying epoxy or SU-8 directly to
the thin silicon of the thermistor element could result in strain-
induced changes in its electrical properties, we added tabs to
the edges of each thermistor and placed cylindrical spacers on
the tabs. Figure 4 shows an optical image of an individual
pixel with an electron micrograph inset of an SU-8 spacer.
A benefit of this attachment technique is that the line response
was greatly improved compared with previous techniques that

Fig. 4. Photos of a single XRS microcalorimeter thermometer. The
square section is implanted to form the thermistor. There are four
support beams and also four absorber “tabs” on which the HgTe
absorber is subsequently attached. The thermistor area and support
beams are 1.5 µm thick.

Fig. 5. XRS line spread function on a single pixel as obtained using
X-rays from an X-ray monochromator tuned to Cu K!.

had the absorber, or an intermediate spacer, attached directly
to the thermistor volume. Each pixel now has a nearly perfect
Gaussian response to monochromatic X-rays. An example of
the line shape is shown in figure 5.

There is a small penalty for this attachment scheme,
however. The thermal conductance between the absorber and
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Figure 6. Block diagram of the ASTRO-H SXS cooling chain.

contingency cases, we will increase the cyrocooler drive power to compensate for the loss of cooling power and
the heat load through the non-operational cooler. However, if one of the precoolers fails, the remaining precooler
cannot pre-cool the He gas in the JT cooler to a low enough temperature to obtain the JT e!ect. Thus, in this
case as well as in JT contingency case, cryogen-free operation is not possible. However, the temperature of the
thermal shield, which the JT cooler is supposed to cool, can be kept low enough to preserve the LHe for ! 2
years.

In Figure 7, the mechanical layouts of the SXS Dewar are shown. The mass of the Dewar is about 270 kg,
while the total mass of the four cooler driver boxes are estimated to be 40 kg. In nominal case, the four cooler
drivers consumes 480 W of power from the space craft primary power. This includes not only the cooler drive
power but also power conversion e"ciency and power used for house keeping and communication. For more
details of the cooling system, see Fujimoto et al. (2010)9 and Shirron et al. (2010).10
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JT 冷凍機 + 予冷用
スターリング冷凍機

シールド冷却用スターリング冷凍機

液体ヘリウム

断熱消磁冷凍機

熱的シールド

MLI

150 K 150 K

Cooling ChainSXS は質量約 350 kg 電力
約 600 W と小型衛星に匹
敵する規模を持つ。
「すざく」「あかり」
「SMILES」等で実績を持
つ機械式冷凍機を積極的に
用いる。二段式スターリン
グ冷凍機で 20 K まで冷や
し、ジュールトムソン冷凍
機で 4 K まで、液体ヘリウ
ムで 1.2 K まで冷却する。
そして、3 段式断熱消磁冷
凍機が 50 mK を実現する。 万一のヘリウム消失、冷凍機 1 台故障においても、残っ
た冷却系で観測が続けられるように設計をしている。
 SXS 独自に電力分配器、Space-Wire ルータ (SWR) を持ち、衛星の電源がなくても
コマンド、テレメトリが扱える。Space Wire を用いることで信頼性を高めている。 

日米を中心に、欧州 (オランダ、スイス) も含め、世界の宇宙用マイクロカロリメー
タの研究者が結集して開発を行っている。

Status of development

•センサーは NASA/GSFC で EM が作られ、性能評価が行われている。実験室では 4 eV を切る性能が得られている。
•デュワーの設計はおよそ固まり、EM を製作中。NASA との I/F プレートを製作し、日本から GSFC に発送した。
•機械式冷凍機は寿命試験を継続中。フライト品と同設計のもので 2ST, JT 共に約 7 ヶ月の運転を実証済。また、EM デュワー用の冷凍機 (PM 相当) を製作中。
•カロリメータ信号処理系のエレクトロニクスは BBM の開発、試験を終え、 EM を製作中。2011 年前半に、GSFC において、日米のエレクトロニクスのかみ合
わせ、性能試験、EMC 試験を行う。
•さらに、2011 年度中に、EM デュワーとセンサー、EM エレキを組み合わせた性能試験を行う。


